
 

 

2006 Varsity Match Race Report 
 

The fourth Oxford-Cambridge Varsity Triathlon Competition took place in the historic 

grounds of Blenheim Palace on 20th May 2006. It was a sprint distance event with an 

outdoor swim of 750m, bike of 20km, followed by sprightly run of 5km. The event was 

part of an exclusive 'Varsity Wave' at the Blenheim Traithlon, the second biggest 

triathlon in the UK with over 3000 competitors. 

The pre-competition outlook was promising for Oxford with good times posted at 

BUSA with hardly a Tab to be seen. It was a cold blustery morning with the occasional 

shower thrown in that saw our intrepid atheletes treck to and gather in the grounds of 

the Blenheim Estate with high hopes. 

The swim was in Blenheim lake itself, requiring wetsuits. Fifty-eight people from both 

universities took the plunge and lined up across the start. The event kicked off with a 

blast of a horn, catching several people unawares. Water conditions were a little 

choppy and a few people zig zagged their way up to the turning buoy, leaving a 200m 

swim to the bank. People on the furthest side to the start had the cleanest start and 

the quickest line to the buoy, unfortunately a group that contained several Tabs. 

On reaching the shore there were helping hands onto a pontoon and a 400m run up 

the bank to get to the Blenheim Palace courtyard and the bike transition. The art to 

this stage was to get the wetsuit stripped down to the waist as you legged it up the 

bank. At the bike, legs were pulled out of the westuits, cycling helmets pulled on and 

then away on the bike. The first stage of this was a rapid zoom downhill away from 

the palace and over the bridge. The course was a quick 3 laps round the palace with a 

few small hills and occasional sections of headwind to liven it up. 

On the third lap competitors turned back into the palace, racked their bikes, took off 

their helmets and cycling shoes and then pulled on running shoes to head off for the 

running circuit. Rather cunningly the organisers put a bridge over the cycle route 

immediately before the run route- the initial steep ascent over it though was a good 

test for heavy legs off the bike. The running circuit consisted of two laps round the 

eastern part of the lake before heading back to the palace for a final marked off 300m 

dash to the finish. 

The scoring system was based on the cumulative time of the first three athletes across 

the line for each university for the mens and womens team. Unfortunately for Oxford, 

Cambridge took the 1st, 2nd and 3rd spots in the mens competition. James Gill, fresh 

to Cambridge after competing for Bath University and an elite athlete sponsored by 



Total Fitness Bath, took first honours with a time of 1hr 8min and 6 seconds 

(01:08:06). This time was good enough to make him 2nd for the overall mens event. 

The first Oxford man home was Mostyn Brown, powering in 4th place with a time of 

01:12:18 and 11th in the overall mens ranking. Dual training with the pentathalon 

club obviously paid its dues and he will be captaining the Dark blues in Modern 

Pentathalon next year. Outgoing Mens Captain Geoff Roberts was the second dark 

blue to finish in a time of 01:14:34 with outgoing OUTriC President, Simon MacDonald, 

taking up the final team position coming in with a time of 01:16:34. 

The tables were turned however with the women and a victorious routing by Oxford 

over Cambridge. Dark blue Rachel Hughes powered home first in 01:20:51, a time 

good enough to see her 5th in the overall womens competition. Katherine Moore came 

in second in 01:21:32 and the new Womens Captain Jessica Leitch came in third in 

01:22:31 to give the dark blue ladies 1st , 2nd and 3rd spots overall. 

The Varsity Dinner, held at 'The Holywell' by New College, allowed the competition to 

continue. It was a terrific meal- organised by incoming President James Schofield- and 

the dark blues yet again raced the folks from across the fens. The women again 

demolished the light blue opposition with a clean dispatch of all drinks but the men 

were slightly hampered by spillage. Those hardcore atheletes with sufficient energy 

left managed to get themselves into a bop where again the light blues seemed to flag 

far behind. 

The event was early in the season and bode well for competitions over the summer 

months. A good result for the women but some work perhaps required for the men. 

Warnings are that some national squad atheletes may be heading to the wrong side of 

the fens for next year... 

 


